When is the last time you heard of a car being referred to as a “scalpel among steak knives”? Believe it or not, that’s how one writer from a major automotive magazine described the Acura Integra R. It’s also been been described as a fabulous sports car that defines the standards of the sports-coupe segment. Pretty impressive observations. What makes the Integra tick and what is it that’s got everybody so excited? The key word is “handling” and in a sports car, that’s what it’s all about, especially on those twisty, country roads that sports cars (and their drivers) just love. Throw the car into a corner and it turns in crisply with only a hint of body roll. The rigid chassis, along with the precise steering and well-tuned suspension all combine to provide excellent stability and balance. In fact, the Acura behaves so predictably that it would almost be difficult to lose control in a sweeping corner, thanks to the well designed chassis and the responsive nature of the engine that allow the driver to throttle-steer during mid-turn.

The Integra has also taken on a whole new life on the Hot Hatch Euro Sedan circuit. It’s the car of choice for the custom crowd that likes to spice up their daily driver with splashy graphics, engine modifications or some extra-sporty wheels. A delight to drive, nice to look at and fun to own, the Acura Integra is a car in a class all its own. Your Revell kit may be built as a factory stock Acura Integra R, or as a customized hot hatch. Included in your kit is a stock version which features stock wheels, front and rear spoilers, and Acura Integra R decals. The custom version includes several aerodynamic packages, 3 sets of custom silk screened custom decals!

If you have any questions or comments, call our hotline at: (800) 833-3570
or, please write to:
Revell-Monogram Consumer Service Department, 725 Landwehr, Northbrook, Illinois 60062
Be sure to include the plan number (85257200200), part number, description, your return address and phone number.
Visit our website: www.revell-monogram.com

REVELL-MONOGRAM, LLC Northbrook, IL. Copyright © 2003. All rights reserved.
RADIATOR ASSEMBLY

65 RADIATOR HOSE
     FLAT BLACK

66 RADIATOR
     SATIN BLACK

73 GRILLE
     FLAT BLACK

SUPPORT BAR
     ALUMINUM
     (SHAD ED AREAS SATIN BLACK)

FRONT SUSPENSION ASSEMBLY

A  44 DRIVER SIDE FRONT STRUT
     SATIN BLACK

B  45 PASSENGER SIDE FRONT STRUT
     SATIN BLACK

C  GLUE STRUT #44 AT THIS TIME TO PIN ON SUSPENSION ARM

D  46 STEERING LINKAGE
     SATIN BLACK

   LINKAGE GETS “CLIPPED” TO THE TAB

   FIRST

DO NOT GLUE THE STRUTS AT THIS TIME, PUT IN PLACE

42 DRIVER SIDE SUSPENSION ARM
     ALUMINUM

51 FRONT SUBFRAME
     SATIN BLACK

68 PASSENGER SIDE HALF SHAFT
     SATIN BLACK

69 DRIVER SIDE HALF SHAFT
     SATIN BLACK

76 GRILLE
     FLAT BLACK

Intercopy
SUSPENSION ASSEMBLY CONTINUED

4

43 PASSENGER SIDE SUSPENSION ARM
ALUMINUM

38 DRIVER SIDE REAR STRUT
SATIN BLACK

39 PASSENGER SIDE REAR STRUT
SATIN BLACK

37 REAR SUSPENSION
SATIN BLACK

CLIP SUSPENSION ARM TO STEERING LINKAGE

34 EXHAUST FRONT STEEL

★35 TAIL PIPE CHROME

35 TAIL PIPE CHROME

GLUE STRUT #45 AT THIS TIME

REAR SUSPENSION ASSEMBLY

5
DO NOT WET DECAL, CUT DECAL FROM SHEET AND GLUE INTO PLACE USING WHITE GLUE

1a OR 1b
BODY / FRONT / REAR ASSEMBLY

A

FIRST

100 WINDOWS CLEAR

1 BODY GLOSS YELLOW

*32 MIRROR CHROME

B

106 TURN SIGNAL TURN SIGNAL AMBER

104 OUTER LOW BEAM LENS CLEAR

105 TURN SIGNAL TURN SIGNAL AMBER

102 INNER HIGH BEAM LENS CLEAR

101 INNER HIGH BEAM LENS CLEAR

103 OUTER LOW BEAM LENS CLEAR

107 TAILLIGHT LENS CLEAR (PAINT SHADED AREA TRANSPARENT RED)

108 TAILLIGHT LENS CLEAR (PAINT SHADED AREA TRANSPARENT RED)

104 OUTER LOW BEAM LENS CLEAR

101 INNER HIGH BEAM LENS CLEAR

103 OUTER LOW BEAM LENS CLEAR

102 INNER HIGH BEAM LENS CLEAR

107 TAILLIGHT LENS CLEAR (PAINT SHADED AREA TRANSPARENT RED)

108 TAILLIGHT LENS CLEAR (PAINT SHADED AREA TRANSPARENT RED)

C

5 CUSTOM SPOILER GLOSS YELLOW

4 SPOILER GLOSS YELLOW

D

16 REAR BUMPER GLOSS YELLOW

2 CUSTOM REAR BUMPER GLOSS YELLOW

E

74 TAILLIGHT REFLECTOR CHROME

3 TAILLIGHT REFLECTOR CHROME

PLACE FROM INSIDE OF BODY

F

14 REAR WIPER SATIN BLACK

G

COMPLETED CHASSIS TO BODY
WHEEL / FINAL ASSEMBLY

A

CUSTOM WHEEL CHROME
CUSTOM WHEEL CHROME
CUSTOM WHEEL CHROME
STOCK WHEEL STEEL

★

11 PASSENGER SIDE MIRROR HOUSING
GLOSS YELLOW

15 HOOD
GLOSS YELLOW

★

12L DRIVERS SIDE MIRROR CHROME

★

13R PASSENGER SIDE MIRROR CHROME

★

48 DRIVER SIDE DISC BRAKE
ALUMINUM (CALIPER GLOSS RED)

50 DRIVER SIDE REAR BRAKES
ALUMINUM (CALIPER GLOSS RED)

★

47 PASSENGER SIDE DISC BRAKE
ALUMINUM (CALIPER GLOSS RED)

49 PASSENGER SIDE REAR BRAKES
ALUMINUM (CALIPER GLOSS RED)

★

7 CUSTOM WHEEL CHROME

8 CUSTOM WHEEL CHROME

9 CUSTOM WHEEL CHROME

80 STOCK WHEEL STEEL

B

METAL EXHAUST TIP

METAL EXHAUST TIP MAY BE USED AS A PUSHING TOOL

APPLY DOWNWARD PRESSURE TO SECURE AXLE PIN IN PLACE

BRAKES 47, 48, 49, 50 SEE CORRECT POSITIONS IN ILLUSTRATIONS AT RIGHT

D

71 REAR WING GLOSS YELLOW

17 CUSTOM REAR WING GLOSS YELLOW

40 REAR WING END GLOSS YELLOW

54 REAR WING CENTER GLOSS YELLOW

41 REAR WING END GLOSS YELLOW

E

METAL EXHAUST TIP

F

11 PASSENGER SIDE MIRROR HOUSING
GLOSS YELLOW

15 HOOD
GLOSS YELLOW

★

13R PASSENGER SIDE MIRROR CHROME

★

12L DRIVERS SIDE MIRROR CHROME

10 DRIVERS SIDE MIRROR HOUSING GLOSS YELLOW
Custom Version #1

8 OR 9

17 (Repeat For Other Side Using # 18)

(Repeat For Other Side Using # 16)

Custom Version #2

8 OR 9

13 (Repeat For Other Side Using #12)

(Repeat For Other Side Using # 10)

Type R Version

6 (Repeat For Other Side)

14a OR 14b

4 OR 5

(Use #4 For Type R Version)

7

(Type R Version Only)

2 or 3

(Rear)

(Front)

(Bonus Sponsor Decals)